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Abstract

Background: The review of literature and personal observations proved that the anatomy of total shoulder adduction contractures is insufficiently researched, and the efficacy of typically used surgical techniques is low. Skin transplants in axilla shrink and contracture often recur; local triangular and other form flaps are small for big scar/skin surface deficit compensation and complete contracture elimination. Therefore, the thoracic flaps of different form and size are used despite the traumatic nature of the technique. The harvesting of a large flap deforms the chest wall. Often, thoracic flaps have insufficient dimensions; therefore, the contracture is not released completely. Having rich clinical material, we tested existing techniques without a satisfactory outcome, and undertook further research to find a scientific solution to this complex surgical problem.

Material and Method: Our research was based on clinical exploration and surgical treatment of 58 patients, pediatric and adults, with total adduction contractures, using the following four techniques consecutively: (a) thoracodorsal flaps; (b) subcutaneous pedicle flap from island axillary skin in conjunction with skin transplants; (c) quadrangular subcutaneous pedicle flap from local axillary scars and skin transplants island axillary skin. The patients’ age ranged from 5 to 43 years old. TBS was from 6 to 56%; patients underwent surgery after 6 months to 2 years after burns. The research was directed towards transformation of the role of the flap: from covering the wound into suspending the axilla. Skin transplants were to be used for wound coverage.

Results: Presented new surgical method solved the problem of treatment of the most complex total shoulder contracture. The method is easy to plan and perform, less traumatic, easily tolerated by children, leaving the donor site undamaged. In all cases, total shoulder contractures were fully eliminated, and no re-contractures were noticed. New flap location allowed us to use different forms and sizes of flaps, local and regional, which made the technique less traumatic and more effective and accessible for successful treatment of all total shoulder scar contractures.

Conclusion: The new technique is exclusively effective for total shoulder contractures elimination. Method consists in stable axilla suspension with local scar axillary subcutaneous pedicle flap and wounds covering with whole skin transplants. Axilla suspension and wound division on thoracic and shoulder prevents skin transplants shrinkage and contracture recurrence.

INTRODUCTION

Total shoulder adduction contractures have specific anatomic features that were used as basis for further exploration. Shoulder joint has flexion (F) and extension (E) surfaces. Two curvatures, caused by edges of axillary fossa, divide the flexion surface into two flexion lateral (FL) surfaces, spreading from the edges of fossa to the joint rotation axis anteriorly and posteriorly. Joint flexion medial (FM) surface is axilla, surface between the fossa’ edges. Total shoulder contracture is formed after vast burns and scars, damaging entire flexion surface, both lateral and one medial. Contracted scars, covering entire joint flexion surface and causing total contracture, do not have a fold (scar surface surplus), but have a severe scar surface deficit which excludes the use of local-flap techniques. The problem of treatment of total shoulder contractures was aggravated by the shrinkage of skin transplants covering the axillary wound. In such cases, the contracture often recurred. Therefore, the most popular technique becomes reconstruction with thoracic flaps of different form, size, and location by which the wound was covered [1]. Thoracic flaps are used not only for total contracture treatment, when a huge flap is needed, but for more simple edge anterior and posterior contractures treatment [2] and children [3]. This fact indicates that results of thoracic flap use for total shoulder contractures treatment are not anatomic substantiated. Less complex contractures-edge and medial were successfully treated with local adipose-cutaneous trapezoid flaps [4]. Therefore, the
efficacy and expedience of total shoulder contractures treatment with thoracodorsal flaps needs to be re-examined [5]. Our goal was to develop a less traumatic method, avoid the use of a large thoracodorsal flap, to treat the total shoulder contractures completely and without recurrence, to use the most of local axillary skin, scars, and skin transplants. As a result, the new technique was developed in which negative sides of known methods were excluded, surgery became less traumatic and without re-contracture. Details of method and outcomes were presented in this paper.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

The treatment of total shoulder contractures began with split skin transplantation. The contracture slowly recurred but was less expressed. Then, the thoracodorsal flaps were used, and soon became obvious that after a full contracture release, a large wound arises, the matching size for which a flap was often impossible to elevate without chest wall injury. Therefore, twenty patients were analyzed in whom narrow thoracic flaps were used for covering a central part of the wound and axilla suspended; the wounds, skin surface deficit, beside the flap was skin grafted. Sixteen had total (severe) shoulder scar contractures in which the island skin was preserved in the axillary fossa’s apex (cupola). The island skin was converted into the flap and was used as part of the new technique. Total shoulder contractures of 22 patients were treated with axillary scar subcutaneous pedicle flaps in conjunction with skin transplants.

Among 58 patients, 32 were male and 26, female, ranging in age from 5 to 49 years old. All patients sustained deep-partial or full-thickness burns from 8 to 33 % of TBS (total body surface). Reconstruction was performed from 6 months to 6 years after burns.

Before surgery, determined the scars’ spreading on the upper extremity and chest wall, the condition of surface tissues of the donor sites, scars of axilla as donor site, the scars’ maturity, the range of shoulder abduction, the function of other joints were explored because all contractures were to be eliminated simultaneously. Follow-up results observed from 6 months to 5 years.

RESULTS

Functional zones and surgical anatomy of the shoulder joint (Figure 1a,b)

The joint surface located above the joint rotation axis (“+” symbol) is the joint extension surface (E). The surface below the joint rotation axis (“+”) is the joint flexion surface (F) (Figure 1a). The flexion surface has two curvatures - anterior and posterior (Cr), which caused by the edges of muscles, forming the edges of the axillary fossa- pectoralis major and latissimus dorsi. Thus, the joint flexion surface (F) covers the joint’s space between symbols “+” located anteriorly and posteriorly of joint surface. Two curvatures or axillary fossa edges or folds (Fold-Fd; Figure 1a,b) divide the joint flexion surface into two: joint flexion lateral (FL) surface (these are lateral sides of the joint’s surface) and joint flexion medial (FM) surface or axilla (fossa), located between curvatures or fossa’s edges. Thus, the joint flexion lateral surfaces (FL) are a space spreading from the curvatures or edges of the axillary fossa to the joint rotation axis (“+”) anteriorly and posteriorly; the joint flexion medial surface is the space between edges of the axillary fossa.

Three anatomic types of shoulder scar flexion contractures (Figures 2-4), [4]

Edge shoulder contracture (Figure 1,2) is caused and characterized by scars covering the joint flexion lateral one or both surface/s (FL). Edge contracture are eliminated with axillary trapezoid adipose-cutaneous flap and trapezoid flaps from scar sheets of the fold (Figure 2a-d).

Medial flexion contracture (Figure 3) is caused with scars covering axilla or space between edges of axilla (axillary fossa). Scars form the fold, both sheets of which are scars and have surface surplus (Figure 3a-c). Contracture elimination is concluded in converting scar sheets into trapezoid flaps and their counter transposition (Figure 3d-f).

Total shoulder adduction contracture (Figure 4) was formed when burns and scars injury all joint flexion surface (F)—both joint flexion lateral (FL) and joint flexion medial (FM) surfaces (Figure 4 a-d). Vast scars grow distally, displaces axilla downwards, leaving the shoulder free, and scar surface in axilla was relatively flat from which the flap can be formed (Figure 4a). In case more severe injury, shoulder fuses with chest wall because severe scar surface deficit. After scars dissection and contracture release with Y-incision, a huge wound appeared (Figure 4d,e). The wound and scar surface deficit spreads to the joint rotation axis from anteriorly to posteriorly, where wound twice increased after fully shoulder abduction (Figure 4f). Thus, the total shoulder contracture was caused with scars covering all joint flexion (F) surface and tightly surrounding a joint without fold and having severe scar surface deficit, was named total shoulder contracture and total contracture type. Total shoulder contractures were always severe, contracted do not has the fold, presenting the scar surface surplus; therefore, the local flap use for treatment is excluded.

Steps of a new surgical technique development

Three steps of exploration took place toward the development of the new method: (a) conjunction of the thoracodorsal flap...
As a result, a huge wound appeared (Figures 4d,e; 5c; 6b). The flap’s pedicle was planned maximally close to the joint rotation axis (“+”, Figures 5b,7a). The flap’s size was planned of the size that donor wound could be primarily closed. In our patients, it was impossible to elevate the thoracodorsal flap that could be enough to cover the entire wound and compensate scar surface deficit. The mobilized flap was narrow and covered the central part of the wound (flexion zone) of axilla and joint flexion lateral (FL) surfaces, so that the end of the extended flap reached the pedicle flaps for axilla suspension and wounds beside the flap covering with whole skin transplants; (b) exploration of the local island axillary skin use in form of subcutaneous pedicle local flap for axilla suspension and wounds beside the flap skin grafting and (c) exploration of the axillary local scar in form of subcutaneous pedicle flap for axilla suspension; wounds beside the flaps were covered with skin transplants.

Total shoulder adduction contracture elimination with thoracodorsal pedicle flaps (Figures 5-7): Sixteen patients, children and adults, having total shoulder adduction contractures, were operated using the thoracodorsal narrow small pedicle flaps. Planning, surgery, technique and results are showing in Figures (5a-d; 6a-e; 7a-c). For a full contracture release, scars were dissected with a Y-incision (Figure 5a) through axilla in anterior-posterior direction to the joint rotation axis (“+” symbol).
Joint rotation axis level (Figures 5c, 6c). The big wounds beside the flap, on shoulder inner surface and lateral chest wall, were covered with skin transplants (Figures 5d; 6c, d; 7c). The Figure 6 is showing that scars were located on the joint rotation axis and flap's pedicle was displaced to spine and downward and changed form of posterior edge of axilla (Figure 6c-e). After axillary scar flaps development, the thoracic flaps were used as an exception, one of which was ulcers of scars in the axilla (Figure 7).

**Axillary island skin in the form of a flap suspending axilla** (Figures 8-10): The island of healthy skin was preserved in cupola as a result of shoulder adduction during burns. Healthy island skin had two forms: immured by scars displaced downwards/distally and contracted over saved island skin. As result, the immured skin formed a cavity connecting through small orifice with external space (Figs. 8a; 9a). The open island skin was surrounded by scars (Figure 10a-c).

Planning: the orifice marked and two Y-lines from orifice to the joint rotation axis (+) anteriorly and posteriorly for contracted scars incision (Figures 8a,b; 9a,b). The transformation of immured island skin into a flap was done by separating skin of the orifice from scars. Then, contracted scars were dissected from the orifice in anterior and posterior direction to the joint rotation axis with a Y-incision. Before joint rotation axis, the ends of incisions were split (Y-incision) and continued along the line separating the scars of flexion lateral (FL) surfaces from tissues of the joint extension surface (E). For easy wound edges’ divergence and full contracture release, the scars located on the joint FL surface needed to be separated from the tissue of the joint extension surface (E) which was achieved with a Y-incision of contracted scars. After shoulder abduction and easy wound edges’ divergence, the wound on the joint flexion lateral surfaces (FL) accepted, as a rule, trapezoid form (Figures 4f,g; 8c; 10b).

The skin was mobilized from the periphery and displaced on the axillary bottom. Then, the skin was dissected from shoulder and thoracic sides, leaving a bridge 4-6 cm in a width; for flap elongation, addition counter incisions were made on different level (Figure 8d, scheme). The anterior end of the flap was transposed with tension on the joint anterior FL surface and connected with the wound’s edge at the joint rotation axis level (Figures 8e; 9c). Using tension, posterior end of the flap was transposed on the joint FL posterior surface and was sutured to the wound’s edge. Thus, the huge wound was divided into two: shoulder and thoracic which were located beside the flaps and covered with whole skin transplants (Figures 8f, g). No special immobilization was necessary. Excellent outcomes is showing in Figure 8h.

In cases where axillary island skin was opened (Figure 10a-c), the scar surface deficit was less expressed. The island skin in the form of a subcutaneous pedicle flap was extended in anterior-posterior direction; the ends of the flap were sutured to the wound’s edge, suspending the axilla. The wounds beside the flap were covered with local tissues of shoulder and chest wall, having surface surplus, or covered with skin transplants.

**Suspension of the axilla with axillary local scar subcutaneous pedicle quadrangular flap and wounds skin grafted in total shoulder contracture treatment** (Figures 4-8)

**Figure 6** Total shoulder contracture elimination with thoracodorsal flap and skin transplant; pedicle of flap displaced low and posteriorly. (A) Planning of surgery; (B,C,D) operation. (E) Results: normal flap and skin transplant (FP, Tt), contracture fully released without re-contracture; low position of the flap in posterior axilla.

**Figure 7** Elimination of the total shoulder contracture complicated by ulcerous scars of axilla, by scars excision with ulcers, axilla suspension with narrow thoracodorsal flap and wound resurfacing with skin transplants. (A) Pre surgery, flap marked, good position of flap’s pedicle; (B) surgery; (C) contracture eliminated, no re-contracture, normal quality of skin transplant and flap.

11-13): In half of our patients with total shoulder adduction contractures, the donor sites of thoracodorsal flaps were injured. The island skin in axillary cupola was rarely preserved; axilla fusion with the chest wall also formed rarely.

The flap was planned in the axilla and two Y-lines were marked for scars’ dissection from the flap’s ends to the joint rotation axis (Figures 11a; 12b; 13a). Contracted scars were dissected with two Y-incisions following the marked lines from the ends of the flap to the joint rotation axis anteriorly and posteriorly, separating contracted scars from tissues of the joint extension surface (Figures 11a,b). After shoulder abduction, the flap was mobilized from periphery, separated from muscles forming the edges of fossa and displaced to the axillary bottom. Pedicle of the flap was cupula of axilla.
Total shoulder adduction contracture treatment using axilla suspension with immured island healthy skin and wounds skin grafting. (A, B) Before surgery: wide scars, axilla displaced downward; small orifice leading to immured skin; planning: lines around orifice and for contracture release by scars dissection with V-incisions from orifice to the joint rotation axis; (C) scars dissected, huge wound or scar surface deficit; (D) converting healthy skin in long flap (scheme); (E) immured healthy skin converted into a stripped subcutaneous pedicle flap (FP), its ends connected with wound edges on anterior and posterior at the level joint rotation axis; (F, G) wounds beside the flap covered with whole skin transplants (Tt); (H) two years after reconstruction: flap (island healthy skin) became two times wider, hair grows, skin transplants look as normal skin; axillary fossa restored.

The Y-ends of the incisions allowed divergence of wound edges and wound at the joint rotation axis accepted a trapezoid form to which the ends of the flap were sutured (Figure 11b). Due to flap extension, the axilla was suspended with some over correction (Figure 11b), the axillary fossa edges approached, and the most surface of the flap displaced on joint FL surfaces and the flap’s ends achieved the joint rotation axis level. The flap, suspending the axilla, divided the huge wound into two big wounds: shoulder and thoracic which were resurfaced with whole skin transplants (Figures 11c, d; 12c). No special immobilization was needed.

Due to flap tension, the soft tissues in the joint zone were squeezed and the edges of fossa reached each other; the tissues of the joint extension surfaces (E) were extended and displaced on the joint FL surfaces. These factors made the wound and scar surface deficit smaller and allowed for the ends of a relatively short flap reach the wound’s edges and stably suspend the axilla).

Total shoulder contracture can be combined with severe breast deformation (Figure 12a). First, the shoulder contracture was eliminated using the new method (Figure 12b, c); then, the breast was restored using original technique (Figure 12d). Excellent results were achieved (Figure 12e).

If shoulder contracture and scar surface deficit were less expressed (Figure 13a), the quadrangular adipose-scar subcutaneous pedicle flap suspended axilla and covered part of axillary wound. The wounds beside the flap were primarily closed (Figure 13a–c).

**RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION**

The most important result of researches was finding a solution to the problem of complete total shoulder adduction contractures treatment, one of the challenging in the rehabilitation of patients with big joint’s scar contractures. In 56 of 58 patient cases, total shoulder adduction contractures were eliminated fully, re-contracture not noticed and re-operation was not needed. In two cases posterior edge of axilla was incomplete restored (Figure 6). After operation, no complications took place. All flaps and skin transplants were alive. Flaps stable suspended axilla, skin transplants compensated scar surface deficit and restored the skin of axillary region without signs of shrinkage. The flaps had steady blood circulation and transposition with tension was not dangerous. The technique with the axillary scar and skin flaps was eliminated using the new method (Figure 12b, c); then, the breast was restored using original technique (Figure 12d). Excellent results were achieved (Figure 12e).
use was minimally traumatic and children well tolerated surgery. Comparison surgery of 3 groups showed that the use flaps from axilla (scars and skin) makes new method less traumatic, not injury thoracic wall. Therefore, narrow thoracic flap is used when shoulder fused with thoracic wall and an ulcer appears in axilla (Figure 4b, c, 7a-c). According to our data, the axillary skin and scar quadrangular subcutaneous pedicle flaps were more preferable than other methods (Figures 11e; 12e; 13c).

**DISCUSSION**

The review of literature and our multiple clinical observations showed that there are problems related to total shoulder contractures treatment. The shrinkage of skin transplants in axilla and re-contractures are well known [6]; only some authors reported of the use of skin transplants [7], Dogra et al. [8], wider and dense scars in axilla release/excised and skin grafted.

Severe shoulder contractures Zhang et al. [9], reversed the Z-plasty and its variations; and Yotsuyanagi et al. [10], used double combined Z-plasty for wide-scar contracture release.

Figure 11 New surgical technique in total shoulder adduction scar contracture elimination with quadrangular local subcutaneous pedicle scar flap and skin transplants. (A) Before surgery, vast scars; planning: quadrangular flap in axilla and two V-lines from flap’s ends to the joint rotation axis. (B) Scars dissected, flap in axillary fossa projection displaced to axillary bottom; big wound occupies all axillary area and lateral shoulder join surfaces up to joint rotation axis; flap mobilized around and displaced to the axillary bottom; flap’s edges connected with wound edges on joint rotation level; axilla suspended, big wound divided on two parts. (C) Wounds beside the flap covered with skin transplants; (D) Two weeks after operation: flap and skin transplants alive, no complications; (E) Follow-up result: flap –FP- and skin transplants –Tr- increased in size, no skin transplants shrinkage and signs of re-contracture; (F) Scheme of operation.

Figure 12 Total right shoulder adduction contracture elimination with quadrangular axillary local scar flap and skin transplants, and severe deformed breast reconstruction using original technique. (A, B) Before surgery: anatomy and planning: flap marked in axilla projection; Vincision of contracted on FL surface scars up to joint rotation axis anteriorly and posteriorly; (C) Flap (FP) suspended axilla and divided huge wound on two; wounds beside the flap covered with skin transplants (Ts) (10 days after operation); (D) Ten days after breast restoration; mobilized breast tissues formed with forming sutures on 3 levels and covered with skin transplants; (E) Excellent follow-up result.

Figure 13 Total shoulder left contracture elimination with quadrangular local scars and primarily wounds closure with whole skin transplants. (A) Pre surgery, was skin transplant burns treated; typical planning flap and contracted scars dissection with Vincisions up to the joint rotation axis anteriorly and posteriorly; (B) End of operation: flap suspended axilla and covered most parts of fossa; wounds beside the flap primarily closed; (C) Contracture eliminated, axilla restored, flap increased and looks as healthy skin; full shoulder abduction.

The following are some of the names of these types: single,
linear, double linear. If a contracture is found between linear contractures, all contracture should be excised and reconstructed with local or regional flap from the chest wall or dorsal region (Type IIIA); broad bent contracture- scars cover the axillary area and over the axillary area. Presented data showed that the implementation of numeric classifications is difficult as borders/location of scars causing a concrete type is not determined; all classifications are not complete as the medial type of contracture is not included (author’s remark).

In 1991 [4], personally developed anatomic classification was presented that categorized all scar contractures into three types: edge; medial, and total, regardless of their location and severity. This classification became the basis for diagnose of the contracture type, choice of surgical technique, and development of new methods of operations that would elevate the rehabilitation level of burned patients.

Most authors labeled contractures using specific signs of contracted scars. Among them there are names of shoulder adduction contractures treated with thoracodorsal flaps (a) Severe shoulder scar contractures [2,15,16]; (b) Wide shoulder scar contracture [9,10]; (c) Broad scar contractures [17]; (d) Broad based contracture [18]; (e) Broader, diffuse contractures [19]; Broadbent [13].

Having reviewed this material, a conclusion was made that if shoulder contractures, named as severe or wide and diffuse or dense and caused with scars located in axilla only and treated with thoracodorsal flaps, these contractures, obviously, belonged to medial type (not total) and were easy treated with local flaps and trapeze-flap plasty [4] (Figure 3).

For example, Tanaka et al. [15], evaluated 13 consecutive cases of severe burn scar contracture of the axilla and investigated the factors that influenced functional improvement after surgery. The scar contractures in the axilla were released in all cases and the defects of the axillary region were covered with musculocutaneous flaps or fascia-cutaneous flaps.

Shoulder contractures having a name type are: thoracodorsal perforator flaps [1]; Pre-expanded pedicle thoracodorsal artery perforator flap [2]; Parascapulara flap [7]; musculocutaneous, fascia-cutaneous flaps [15]; Transverse island scapular flap in adult and pediatric patients [16]; Perforator-based interposition flaps for sustainable scar contracture release [17]; Thoracodorsal perforator island flap [20,24]; Extended lower trapezius island

Figure 14 Follow-up results of total shoulder adduction contractures elimination in children and adult with axillary quadrangular scar subcutaneous pedicle flap and skin transplants. A, B (first case; Planning and result). Before and after surgery; contracture removed. C, D (second case; planning and result). Contracture eliminated. E, F (third case; planning and result). Contracture fully released, axilla restored. G-I (fourth case; before surgery, operation end result). Contracture removed in all patients: axilla restored. No complications; flaps stable suspended axilla, skin transplants without shrinkage. No signs of re-contracture.
myocutaneous flap [21]; Extended island lower trapezius myocutaneous flap [22]; Thoracic fascia-cutaneous flap [23]; Thoracodorsal perforator island flap [24]; Quadrangular local scar subcutaneous pedicle flap [26]; Perforator-based interposition flaps [19]; authors reported that good functional and satisfactory cosmetic outcomes received. Contracture, obviously, were released with flaps per se, without skin transplants.

Our experience showed that the use large size of thoracic flaps is not justified for scar surface deficit compensation: after elevation of huge flap a tissue defect appears and deformity of chest wall after donor wound skin grafting. If a flap was smaller than the wound, incomplete contracture release and shoulder abduction could appear. Usually, burns causing total shoulder contractures were restricted of skin injury. If flaps contained all fat layer or included fascia and muscle, the excess of soft tissues in axilla could appear.

Obviously, the medial contractures were included to patients having such name as severe, wide, and broad at al. and treated with thoracodorsal flaps instead local trapezoid flaps. Total shoulder contractures were eliminated with new method-local scar subcutaneous pedicle flap in conjunction with skin transplants, where thoracic flaps were not needed.

Analysis of outcomes showed that the thoracodorsal flaps use not solved problem of total shoulder scar contractures elimination. Stekelenburg et al. [5], explored the efficacy of shoulder scar contractures treatment with different techniques and concluded that, at present, no consensus existed on the technique to be used; no definite conclusions could be reached about the effectiveness of different techniques; therefore, no direct implication for daily practice could be made. Two years later, Stekelenburg et al. [19], evaluated several results of shoulder contracture treatment using the new technique of thoracic flaps elevation and concluded that the use of thoracic perforator-based flaps was promising; however, their true clinical significance for this type of burn reconstructions still needs to be determined.

CONCLUSION

The new method based on next new anatomic-clinical factors allows total shoulder adduction contractures elimination. A simple technique based on the use axillary local subcutaneous pedicle scar or island skin flaps and skin transplants. The method is based on new principles: the flap’s main roles are: the axilla suspension, coverage in axilla a zone of shoulder flexion/adduction, division huge wound on two - shoulder and thoracic, prevention skin transplants shrinkage and contracture recurrence. The skin transplant, being excluded as method of total shoulder contracture treatment, became the main remedy in wound covering, scar surface deficit compensation, and skin of axilla restoration. These factors restore all functions of shoulder joint, anatomy of axilla, and allow normal upper extremity development in children as first step of total shoulder car adduction contracts treatment.
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